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WELCOME!
Pint of Science is a grassroots non-profit organisation
that has grown astronomically since two scientists
decided to share their research back in 2013.
Each year we look forward to sharing the latest scientific discoveries
with you and giving you an opportunity to interact and ask questions.
Effectively communicating scientific research has never been more important, and as
an organisation run by thousands of volunteers - many of whom are researchers and
scientists – we are keen to learn.
This year, Pint of Science will be streaming live to YouTube  during the evenings of
Monday 17 May to Thursday 20 May (at 6pm, 7pm and 8pm) from over 35 locations
across the UK. All shows are free to watch, and with nearly 70 live shows you are sure to
find something which quenches your thirst for knowledge!*



The UK is one of 30 countries in the Pint of Science family , with each country running
their own events in the same week for an international celebration of science.
Pint of Science would be nothing without all our dedicated and enthusiastic volunteers 
– past and present. If you like what we do, please consider donating to Pint of Science ,
or buy a pint glass or t-shirt from our online shop .
We hope to see you soon!
Cheers!

*Please click on 'more information' to register
for the show(s) you are interested in and to
receive the direct link(s) to watch. All details
correct at time of print, our website will have
the most up-to-date listings and information.
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Show themes:

Beautiful Mind

Atoms to Galaxies

Our Body

Our Society

Planet Earth

Tech Me Out

Neuroscience, psychology
and psychiatry

Physics, chemistry,
maths, astronomy

Law, history, politics,
policy, languages

Medicine, human biology,
health

Geosciences, plant sciences,
zoology

Biotechnology, robotics,
computers

Creative Reactions is the science-meets‑arts
branch of Pint of Science, encouraging
collaboration between artists and scientists to
showcase research creatively.
This year you can view all the Creative Reactions
artworks in the form of a virtual art gallery
throughout May and June 2021 . The exhibition showcases some of the works from
talented artists  who are based across the country: Cambridge, Coventry, Leeds,
Lincoln, London, Manchester, Nottingham, Sheffield and Southampton.

 Click on a date below to browse
Pint of Science shows for 2021
Mon
17 May

Tue
18 May

Wed
19 May

Thu
20 May
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18 May

19 May

20 May

¦ Click on a date to view shows on other days

The Universe’s particle zoo!
# Monday 17 May 6pm (BST) | Manchester
Have you thought about what governs everything from the most spectacular solar
explosions to the very floor you stand on? For this show we have gathered a cosmic array
of experts from the fields of particle physics and astronomy to introduce you to this
mysterious particle zoo.
ɓ Explosions on the Sun  Professor Philippa Browning
ɓ The Big Bang ABC: Antimatter, Bananas, and Charm  Dr Marco Gersabeck
ɓ The Universe’s beautiful imbalance  Jonathan Davies
ɓ Particles and rocks and waves, oh my! Multi-messenger views of the Universe
 Dr Tana Joseph
¦ Click here for more information

Hear or here?
# Monday 17 May 6pm (BST) | University of Oxford



How do our brains decipher between different stimuli in order to understand our
surroundings and make decisions?
ɓ Hearing with your brain  Dr Kerry Walker
ɓ Risk vs reward: how do we train our brains to make choices?  Dr Armin Lak
¦ Click here for more information

Fruit flies and the power of curiosity-driven research

# Monday 17 May 6pm (BST) | University of Greenwich
You might think fruit flies are very different to humans but we actually share around 75%
similar genes. This has revolutionised our understanding about human biology; they not
only tell us about how our bodies work but also help us to apply this knowledge to cure
diseases. Join us to learn about this and more!
ɓ What can fruit flies teach us about who we really are?  Dr Fani Papagiannouli
ɓ The fruit fly in the tube  Maria Alvarez
¦ Click here for more information
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The Earth’s resources and us

# Monday 17 May 6pm (BST) | University of Lincoln
What’s the benefit of recycling valuable metals from waste? What role does our planet’s
natural resources play in competition and war? Join us to find out!
ɓ Recycling valuable metals from waste: mining our rubbish  Dr Jose Gonzalez-Rodriguez
ɓ Resources, social inequality and war  Dr Bonaventura Majolo
¦ Click here for more information

Creating and detecting ‘life’ with tech
# Monday 17 May 6pm (BST) | University of Bath
Robotic materials? Sensors which can “live” in our bodies in order to understand them
better? The boundaries between life and technology are blurring in fascinating ways. Our
speakers tell tales from this intersection.



ɓ Using technology to diagnose autoimmune disease  Victoria Riddell
ɓ Between materials and robots  Dr Anton Souslov
ɓ Half-time guests  Peter Harper and Tara Johnson
 Host Jazz Ghatora
¦ Click here for more information

Mission 2021: journey to galaxies far far away
# Monday 17 May 7pm (BST) | University of Warwick
Mission: To journey across the stars. We’re going to need a powerful source of energy, a
way to store it, and an idea of where to go, otherwise it will be a long, cold and boring
search for our alien neighbours! By moving just a few atoms around we can do just that!
Join us to find out how.
ɓ We have ‘lift off’!  Dr Phil Jemmett
ɓ Getting energy from stars  Tishtrya Mehta
ɓ Batteries in Space!  Dr Claire Dancer
ɓ Gathering the elements  Dr Mark Hollands
¦ Click here for more information
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¦ Click on a date to view shows on other days

How does a molecule become a medicine?
# Monday 17 May 7pm (BST) | Nottingham
With the authorisation of COVID-19 vaccines, the drug discovery process has gained a
lot of attention in the media. Reports mostly focused on clinical trials but what happens
before the drugs are tested? Follow us on a journey with leading experts within the
pharmaceutical industry and discover what it means to develop a drug from an idea into a
fully authorised medicine.
ɓ What tale of drug discovery does lenacapavir tell?  Dr Daniel Bakowski
ɓ Clinical research: proving safety and efficacy  Dr Peter Scholes
¦ Click here for more information

Our priceless oceans



# Monday 17 May 7pm (BST) | Norwich
Oh I do like to be beside the seaside! However, the activity of humans over the last 200
years means that our seas and oceans are rapidly changing. In this show, we will look at
this change and the impact that this has on the life within it, as well what opportunities
the oceans may still present us with, but at what cost?
ɓ What’s happening to the algae?  Mollie Allerton
ɓ What’s going on in the seabed? A carbon tale  Dr Tiziana Luisetti
ɓ A science tea break  Dr Stefanie Nolte
 Host Rebecca Shaw
¦ Click here for more information

Sun, sea and...disease! A public health emergency
# Monday 17 May 7pm (BST) | University of Hull
If the last year has proven anything it is that public health awareness is vitally important
to prevent the spread of disease. However, the effectiveness of public health can differ
massively depending on factors like poor infrastructure, access to healthcare, and
unemployment. What can we do to enhance the awareness of public health?
ɓ Feeling kinda blue: managing multimorbidity by the sea  Edward Hart
ɓ Leishmaniasis:controlling the out-of-control endemic  Edward Muscutt
 Host Francis Kambili-Mzembe
¦ Click here for more information
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A glimpse into the future
# Monday 17 May 7pm (BST) | Newcastle
Technology surrounds us. Join us for two exciting talks on where technology is headed
next, as we discuss lab grown meat and importance of diagnostic testing.
ɓ Lab grown meat: the future of food?  Dr Ricardo Gouveia
ɓ COVID testing  NIHR Newcastle In Vitro Diagnostics Co-operative
¦ Click here for more information

Lunar resources: the future of space exploration
# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | Imperial College London
Exploring the Solar System is hard - space is vast, our ships are slow, and the costs can be
astronomical! Fortunately, there are virtually unlimited resources available in space to fuel
our journeys to the stars. Our experts will help us understand what resources the Moon
has to offer, how we could use them, and the challenges faced by an industry that is truly
out of this world!
ɓ A brief history if water on the Moon - Dr Abigail Calzada-Diaz
ɓ Getting the good stuff: mineral processing on the Moon - Reuben Cruise
ɓ From Rocks to Rockets: Fuelling Exploration with Space Resources - Bethany Lomax



 Host Joshua Rasera
¦ Click here for more information

Illness and disease: prevention better than cure?

# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | University of Exeter
Whilst we are all keen on leaving COVID-19 behind, should we think about what may come
next? How can we be better prepared in the future? The current global pandemic has
probably reminded all of us that diseases and illnesses will always exist, what can we do
to better coexist and adapt? Can a more positive attitude be of any help?
ɓ Designing a vaccine against “Disease X”  Dr Nic Harmer
ɓ Disease in a dish  Sophie Hawkins
ɓ Should we all be more positive about ageing?  Serena Sabatini
ɓ Little Miss Homeless  Harriet Earle-Brown
ɓ Movement & Mind: augmented reality and future healthcare  Dr Piotr Slowinski
¦ Click here for more information
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Ice & fire: a journey to the Arctic & the Sun’s role in
space weather
# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | University College London
Pack your thermals and join us on a trip to the Arctic to learn about a team’s voyage
aboard the Russian icebreaker Akademik Fedorov from Tromso to 85N 135E and back!
Next stop, you’ll need your sunglasses as we explain how space weather and solar flares
can damage satellites, disrupt power grids, and deliver harmful levels of radiation to
astronauts in space.
ɓ We’re in the ice!  Dr Michel Tsamados
ɓ Earth at Sun’s mercy  Ryan French
 Hosts Dr Vino Vivekanandam & Nick Chak
¦ Click here for more information

Mind, body and tech



# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | University of Leeds
We’re told “TV will rot your brain,” and “video games will make us all violent.” In reality,
technology has helped us to connect, live longer, and given us insights into what makes us
human. This session will showcase how technology can be used to improve our minds and
bodies throughout our lives: from children learning to type, to helping an older generation
keep active and prolong life.
ɓ Heads, ankles, feet and minds  Dr Jen Edwards
ɓ Immersive rehabilitation  Paul Baniqued
ɓ Touch typing for tykes  Dr Emily Williams
 Host Dr Kathryn McGinnis
¦ Click here for more information
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News: fake or fact?
# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | University of Edinburgh
Can you tell the difference between fake news and fact? Make it yourself to find out
more. Join our panel of experts to discuss how fake news works and how to spot it. A fun,
interactive virtual show with games and a tricky quiz. Can you beat it?
ɓ Want to learn how fake news works? Make it yourself  Dr Jon Roozenbeek
ɓ Have you heard?  Dr Kirsty McIntyre
¦ Click here for more information

Trust, technology and society
# Monday 17 May 8pm (BST) | University of Southampton
Everything we do is starting to use technology, from voting and banking, to
companionship and emotional support. How can we both benefit from new technologies,
and protect our data and ourselves from the unknown? What impact could they have on
your life, and on our society?
ɓ Talking to robots  Dr Christine Evers
ɓ Building blocks of an e-country | e-estonia  Andrius Matšenas
ɓ Passwords: choosing them; cracking them; avoiding them  Dr Denis Nicole



 Host Dr John Coxon
¦ Click here for more information

An online LaTeX and Rich Text collaborative
writing and publishing tool
Overleaf makes the whole process of writing, editing and
publishing scientific documents much quicker and easier.
Upgraded premium features include: reference management, document history,
track changes, Git and Dropbox integrations plus more!

Grab your 40% student discount here: overleaf.com/events/wfh2021

PINT OF SCIENCE 17-20 MAY 2021
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Sun, skin, and science

# Tuesday 18 May 6pm (BST) | University of Bath
Skin is the largest organ of the body and essential for survival. It protects you from UV
radiation in sunlight, and constantly repairs itself to protect from everyday damage.
But what happens when this process goes wrong? And how come we still have to wear
suncream? This show will share the research of everything you ever wanted to know about
the science of the sun and your skin.
ɓ How is skin cancer related to sun exposure?  Dr Gernot Walko
ɓ Sunscreen: is it safe to make your own?  Dr Charareh Pourzand
 Host Rebecca Annells
¦ Click here for more information



Climate change and conservation after the COVID-19
pandemic: what’s next?
# Tuesday 18 May 6pm (BST) | Cambridge
What is currently happening with climate change and conservation? What are the next
steps to be taken? Has the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted our efforts towards a greener
world? How can technology help us? In this round table we try to find the best possible
answers to one of the most urgent problems of our times.
ɓ Roundtable discussion  Dr Chris Sandbrook and Dr Hugh Hunt
 Moderator Ellie Bladon
¦ Click here for more information

Your brain and you: from video games to cognition
# Tuesday 18 May 6pm (BST) | University of Lincoln
People who play video games have been found to have better attention and cognition.
For people with cognitive problems, there is a tool to help them improve. Join us to learn
more about both!
ɓ Action video games in the spotlight: a neuroscientific approach  Dr Julia Foecker
ɓ The cognitive daisy: a novel method for supporting the care of people with cognitive
problems  Dr Petra Pollux
¦ Click here for more information
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Electric cars and green living
# Tuesday 18 May 6pm (BST) | University of Oxford
The news is full of stories talking about green living and how each one of us can make
a difference. But when we hear so much, sometimes conflicting, advice, how are we
supposed to know what’s helpful and what’s not? Tonight, gain some green knowledge on
electric cars and what they can (and can’t) do for sustainable transport and how we could
reduce our carbon footprints across the globe.
ɓ Keeping the car clean  Dr James Dixon
ɓ Electricity and clean development  Dr John Rhys
¦ Click here for more information

Digital diagnostics for a better body


# Tuesday 18 May 6pm (BST) | Teesside University
How might we use digital technology for medical imaging and simulated healthcare? Can
smartphones have a key role in the medicine of the future? Come and hear about the
rapid developments in digital diagnostics without having to wait in the doctor’s lounge!
ɓ Personalised AI-enabled expert systems for health & wellbeing using smartphones 
Professor Alamgir Hossain
ɓ How ‘digital humans’ are built using medical imaging, and how they can help us avoid
mistakes!  Dr Philip Cosson
 Host Professor Tim Thompson
¦ Click here for more information

From atoms to galaxies, the circus act of gravity
# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | York
The invisible & mysterious force of gravity is all around us and affects everything from
atoms to galaxies. We will take a trip of scientific discovery with an application scientist
through the medium of circus! Watch and perform circus acts in the name of science and
see how various scientific subjects can be conveyed through aerial acrobatics!
ɓ The science of circus  Stuart Priest and Dr Nate Adams
¦ Click here for more information

PINT OF SCIENCE 17-20 MAY 2021
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Hijacking the immune system: for better or for worse
# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | University of Glasgow
Our immune system is highly complex and while it does a great job of protecting our
bodies, sometimes it could do better. In this show, we will explore how viruses can hijack
our immune system leaving us a little worse for wear, and how we as researchers are
learning to hijack immune cells for the better, helping them get to where they need to be!
ɓ Can we stop mosquito-transmitted virus infection at the bite?  Dr Marieke Pingen
ɓ Helping immune cells find their way  Dr Alan Hayes
¦ Click here for more information

Chemicals, cocktails and creativity – from molecules to
masterpieces



# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | University of Warwick
Cheers! It’s cocktail hour! We hope we’ve got the right ingredients to stimulate your
senses, understand the science behind nature’s medicines and hear just how creative
scientists are and how human culture and society has reacted. Mixing together
perspectives from the sciences to liberal arts whilst stirring up a debate, we hope you’ll
join us for a fun evening and prepare to get shaking and making your own classic cocktails
along the way too!
ɓ Coffee and chocolate for starters
ɓ Small changes = big differences. Molecules, medicinal drugs and masterpieces
ɓ A botanical future for medicine?
 Alex Baker, Dr Gavin Schwartz-Leeper, Professor Bruno Frenguelli, Dr Nyree Jackson
¦ Click here for more information
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Tiny fossils, raging fires: climate change in the past,
present and future

# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | University of Portsmouth
From tiny fossils of plankton, to modern wildfires in the British countryside, climate
change can be unravelled, understood and even predicted using some unexpected
sources of data. In this show, two scientists share with you their research into
understanding climate change through their very different fields of expertise.
ɓ How flammable are the British Isles?  Dr Mark Hardiman
ɓ Tiny fossils, big questions  Dr Laura Cotton



 Host Dr Tony Butcher
¦ Click here for more information

Sleeping synapses: building brains in bed
# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | Norwich
What happens to a baby’s mind when they’re asleep? Why do teenagers want to sleep all
day? Can we control our dreams? Join us as we tackle these questions and more with the
psychology of sleep.
ɓ Why do infants sleep for so long (and not long enough!)?  Dr Teodora Gliga
ɓ Teenage sleep: the perfect storm  Dr Jo Bower
ɓ Lucid dreaming: take control of your dreams!  Achilleas Pavlou
 Host Catherine Sayer
¦ Click here for more information
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Ctrl, alt, delete. How do we reboot our way of living and
society after COVID-19?
# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | University of Surrey
Could the pandemic re-shape our world for the better? Clean recovery and growth, kick
starting economies, new vaccine technology, AI replacing workers - can they really mean
a better world where things we only dreamt of barely a year ago become reality in the
coming months and years? Join our panel of academics as we discuss what happens next
for humanity.
 Panel Chair Professor Graham Miller
 Panellists Professor Deborah Dunn-Walters, Professor Birgitta Gatersleben, Professor Richard
Murphy, Dr Ranjana Das, Professor Amelai Hadfield and Professor Caroline Scarles
¦ Click here for more information
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Beyond bitcoin: how blockchains are changing the face of
data

# Tuesday 18 May 7pm (BST) | University of Birmingham & Aston University
Bitcoin has been hitting the headlines over the years, crashing and recovering with
spectacular rhythm. Why is Bitcoin so volatile? What makes it worth what it is, and what
actually is a Bitcoin in the first place?
ɓ How blockchains will help eradicate the paper railway ticket  Joe Preece
ɓ The legal implications of blockchains, cryptoassets and smart contracts  Dr Edina Harbinja
¦ Click here for more information

Imaging space: the final frontier
# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | University College London
Join us for an evening of space exploration with a researcher who was part of the team
which successfully imaged the first supermassive black hole, and a scientist who uses 3D
imagery to study the geological history of Mars.



ɓ Imaging black holes  Dr Ziri Younsi
ɓ Mars in 3D  Divya Persaud
 Host Sarah Ledden
¦ Click here for more information

DNA detectives
# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | The Francis Crick Institute
Our DNA is the genetic code containing instructions for us to grow, live and reproduce.
In 1953, Dr Francis Crick and others worked to solve the structure of DNA. Today, our
scientists at The Francis Crick Institute are discovering so much more about our DNA.
Come and join these DNA Detectives to uncover the hidden secrets of our genetic code.
ɓ Untangling the spaghetti: how does DNA fold?  Tereza Gerguri
ɓ Damsel in distress: how to sense and repair damaged DNA?  Dr Aleksandra Vancevska
ɓ The fluidity of our genome  Professor Jernej Ule
 Host Dr Ashley Libby
¦ Click here for more information
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Migration in the Pacific – past and present

# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | University of Southampton
The prehistoric colonisation of the vast Pacific Ocean was arguably the most ambitious
migration in human history. Why and how did people undertake these voyages into the
unknown? And what’s the linkage to present day migration in the region? Let us take you
onto a journey in time and space.
ɓ Mud, models and the migration into the Pacific  Professor David Sear
ɓ The make and break of island life: what was the key to the success of human settlement of
the Pacific islands?  Charlotte Hipkiss
ɓ Climate change and its effect in Solomon Islands  Rt. Revd. Willie Alaha Pwaisho
 Host Dr John Coxon
¦ Click here for more information



Making creativity visible
# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | Kingston University, London
To create is to make. Given the importance of action in creativity, it’s strange to note that
psychologists often ignore actions in creative cognition. This presentation demystifies
creativity by unveiling its material traces, explaining how new ideas come about. We will
discuss insight problems and how interacting with the environment enacts creative ideas.
ɓ The materiality of new ideas: making creativity visible
 Professor Frédéric Vallée-Tourangeau
 Host Dr Birsu Kandemirci
¦ Click here for more information

Tech On Me: from telescopes to microscopes
# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | Durham University
From the universe we’re in, to the cells in us, scopes of all kinds help scientists work out
what’s what. Join us as we look at biotechnology and astronomy and some of our team
answer your questions live!
ɓ Building human tissues in the laboratory  Professor Stefan Przyborski
ɓ Viewing the high-energy sky a billionth of a second at a time  Professor Paula Chadwick
ɓ Endosymbiotic love  sci-art collaboration
¦ Click here for more information
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Sherlock Gnomes and the bloody roses
# Tuesday 18 May 8pm (BST) | Nottingham
Plants are all around us! But how much can we learn from them? Could the humble
bramble help us catch a killer? Can we make more food from just vegetable scraps? Get
down and dirty with us to uncover how the hidden superpowers of plants can help solve
crimes, convict criminals and improve access to fresh food.
ɓ Murder most florid  Dr Mark Spencer
ɓ Growing for free  Hafsah Hafeji
ɓ Creative Reactions  Charlie Dean
¦ Click here for more information

IMPACT THAT MATTERS



We are Havas Lynx Group, a global
healthcare communications group.

Devoted to fresh thinking. Changing
the way the world does healthcare
communications for the better.
Great talent, great ideas, great outcomes.
havaslynx.com
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Recovering from lockdown: the role of sun and seaweed!

# Wednesday 19 May 6pm (BST) | University of Roehampton London
COVID-19 has turned our lives upside down! Being in lockdown has caused social isolation
and psychological stress and in turn has badly influenced our diet, promoted over-eating,
and led to reduced physical activity. This impairs our immune system and can also lead to
other health problems. Join us as we explore two potential ways to help you recover!
ɓ Vitamin D: take a vacation for the immune system?  Dr Robert Busch
ɓ Seaweed: the secret ingredient from the ocean  Dr Adele Costabile & Enver Keleszade
¦ Click here for more information

Structures and safety



# Wednesday 19 May 6pm (BST) | University of Greenwich
Wondering about your next holiday? Europe, Latin America, Asia or perhaps a bit further…
to the Moon? After tonight, you can make a more informed decision thanks to your new
civil engineer friends. Be ready to get tested on your reactions in the case of earthquakes
and tsunamis; but do not worry, this will not require to really shake your house.
ɓ From ground shaking to tsunamis and from Europe to the Moon  Dr Georgios Kampas
ɓ Structures and Safety  Dr Marianna Ercolino
¦ Click here for more information

The mind, how does it work and what can go wrong?
# Wednesday 19 May 6pm (BST) | University of Leicester
How do brain scientists study the brain? How do they ‘poke around’ in our heads to look
inside them? And can they stop our brains from aging? Are mental health problems ‘brain’
problems or are they something different? If you would like to know the answer to these
questions and know more about minds and brains, join our show!
ɓ From brains to brain maps: how we know what we know about the nervous system  Dr
Steven Jacques
ɓ Can we stop our brain ageing?  Dr Salvador Macip
ɓ Psychiatric diagnosis – useful tool or bad science?  Dr Eoin McElroy
 Host Hannah Smith
¦ Click here for more information
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You’re nicked: catching the criminals
# Wednesday 19 May 6pm (BST) | Teesside University
If like us, you are obsessed with crime dramas and forensic science, this is the show for
you! We will explore the great classic British Police TV Series and the evolution of how
police are portrayed over the years, followed by a sneaky peek into the world of forensic
science. Ever wondered why you would bury a pig’s leg in the name of forensic research?
ɓ Whoop whoop, that’s the sound of da police  Dr Ben Lamb
ɓ Digging a grave in County Durham in the name of forensic science research  Dr Helen Tidy
 Host Professor Tim Thompson
¦ Click here for more information

Rise of robots
# Wednesday 19 May 6pm (BST) | Manchester
Robots have slowly been making their way into our everyday lives. In Japan this sentiment
has been taken a step further with the introduction of commercial companion robots that
serve as new additions of the family, and the creator of these robots tells us their history.
We’ll also have a live robot demo and look at a project which encourages young people’s
interest in engineering through music.



ɓ Sony’s approach to entertainment robots  Masahiro Fujita
ɓ Introducing LOVOT  Groove X
ɓ The robot orchestra project - Professor Danielle George
¦ Click here for more information

Exploring the cosmos: from atoms to galaxies

# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | University of Hull
It’s never been a more exciting time for space exploration: from the landing of the Mars
Perseverance Rover, to the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope, the SpaceX
Inspiration4 mission, and so much more. To celebrate these achievements we have
planned talks from early career researchers - let’s discover the future of astronomy.
ɓ Turning back the cosmic clock  Leah Cox
ɓ The social network: connecting galaxies in the cosmic web  Emily Shelton
ɓ Born from Stars: The Origins of Chemical Elements  Kate Womack
 Host Kiri Newson
¦ Click here for more information
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There is no Planet B

# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | Newcastle
Planet Earth is all we have. What can we do to ensure it’s here for generations to come?
ɓ How do we protect our bees?  Newcastle Bee Research Group
ɓ Iron lungs for Earth; carbon dioxide removal to reverse climate change?  Dr Greg Mutch
¦ Click here for more information



Microbiome: the world within us
# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | Cambridge
We’re putting a magnifying glass on the secret world of your microbiome. Compared to
your own cells, you’re outnumbered approximately 3:1 by these microorganisms including
bacteria, fungi, and viruses. But is this 1-3% of your body weight helpful or harmful? Our
speakers will share some of the new ways we’re learning about the impact of our internal
alien ecosystem in our body and what it can reveal about diseases and treatment.
ɓ How we study the microbes that have made you their home  Dr Rob Finn
ɓ A spoonful of sugar... a scoopful of poop  Dr Pippa Corrie
¦ Click here for more information

Bringing dinosaurs to life! (in art)
# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | University of Portsmouth
Images of dinosaurs and other extinct animals are everywhere, but how accurate are they
in terms of colours how they moved and behaved? Artists dedicated to the depiction of
extinct organisms approach these questions using data to create scientifically-plausible
artworks of these species. In this session, a dinosaur will be recreated from fossil bones up
to its final, feathery skin.
ɓ Paleoart  Dr Mark Witton
¦ Click here for more information
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What plagues the mind: infections and malfunctions
# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | University of Glasgow
The mind is a beautiful thing but it’s not without its problems whether they be from
an infection or a malfunction of the brain itself. In this show we will take a look at how
studying the brain could lead to new and exciting ways to treat infections that harm the
brain. Afterwards we dive into the complexities of dementia, and the chemical imbalances
that cause the disease.
ɓ How researching the brain revealed a new way to fight viruses  Lorna Hayden
ɓ A roadmap for dementia research: from macro to micro  Miriam Scarpa
¦ Click here for more information

Vortices, vision and viscosity: fluids in motion!
# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | University of Exeter
Why can’t we swim in honey? What do clouds and stars have in common? Is it possible to
photograph cells with your phone? These are just some of the questions we will answer
as we embark on a fascinating voyage through the science of vortices, the importance of
viscosity and how we can build a microscope.



ɓ Vortex rings: why do they form and how can they help us make better climate models? 
Brett McKim
ɓ Just keep swimming!  Lizzie Martin
ɓ Turn your smartphone into a microscope!  Yessenia Jauregui-Sanchez
ɓ The electronic mathematician  James Arthur
¦ Click here for more information

What can research do for us?

# Wednesday 19 May 7pm (BST) | University of Sheffield
Sustainable energy, food security, ageing and dementia care are some of the biggest
problems facing humanity today. Join us at this panel Q&A session to find out how
researchers are working with colleagues from across disciplines to tackle these issues.
ɓ Food security and sustainability  Dr Ellie Harrison
ɓ A healthy lifespan  Dr Liz Williams
ɓ Sensory decline  Dr Francesca De Faveri
¦ Click here for more information
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Insect showdown: biting ant vs clinging stick

# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | Imperial College London
Ants are hard-workers: they tirelessly forage for the benefit of their colony. Stick insects are
masters of camouflage - you will never spot them in the wild. But beyond these well-known
facts, what other tricks do these creatures have up their sleeves? Join us for an epic battle of
captivating facts and images between Team Ant and Team Stick. Who will be victorious?



ɓ Team stick  Dr Maria Kaimaki and Hendrik Beck
ɓ Team ant  Dr Victor Kang and Liv Walthaus
 Host Dr Natalie Imirzian
¦ Click here for more information

How COVID-19 outsmarts our immune system
# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | The Francis Crick Institute
A whole plethora of cells exist within our bodies, helping to protect us from foreign
invaders, including the virus responsible for the current COVID-19 pandemic. However,
the virus has some tricks up its sleeve to outmanoeuvre our immune system. Join our
scientists who will explain the peculiarities of our immune system and how COVID-19
manages to stay one step ahead.
ɓ Around the world in 15 minutes: why T-cells move to protect you  Leon De Boer
ɓ SARS-CoV-2: the curious case of the green virus  Dr Annachiara Rosa
ɓ What can spike proteins under the microscope tell us about emerging coronavirus variants?
 Dr Antoni Wrobel
 Host Zoe Tautz-Davis
¦ Click here for more information
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Medicine, children, and skin disease: a moral journey
# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | University of Liverpool and Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine
How do we decide whether it is safe to give medicine to children? Does it do more harm
than good? And how do we help reduce illness, stigma, and poverty caused by skin
disease? Join us on a journey from Alder Hey Children’s Hospital to the streets of Liberia as
we try to navigate these difficult questions!
ɓ Helping or harming? What are medicines doing to children (and how do we find out more)? 
Dr Dan Hawcutt
ɓ The stigma and burden of skin diseases  Dr Laura Dean
 Host Sophie Archard
¦ Click here for more information

Is it really all in your head? Pain and mental health
# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | King’s College London
Have you ever wondered why we feel pain? How important is it really to be able to sense
pain? Can your mental health affect your perception of pain and vice versa? What is the
impact of pain in our society? By joining our show you will be able to find the answers to
the above questions and discuss it in real-time with our amazing speakers!



ɓ Biology of pain  Dr Kirsty Bannister
ɓ Pain and mental health  Professor Amanda C de C Williams
 Hosts Joana Lama and Valeria de Angel
¦ Click here for more information

Hear me out
# Wednesday 19 May 8pm (BST) | University of Leeds
Hear ye hear ye, Who wants to know how hearing aid technology has been developed
to help people with hearing loss? Are there other ways technology is helping us with our
health? Could we test medicines on virtual patients instead of human participants? Join us
to see the ways in which technologies are being used to advance healthcare and discuss
the role they may play in the future
ɓ Ear trumpets to machine learning: putting the ai into hearing aids  Dr Alinka Greasley
ɓ Am (A)I human? Artificial intelligence for artificial inpatients  Professor Alex Frangi
¦ Click here for more information
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Diving into the abyss
# Thursday 20 May 6pm (BST) | University of Bath
Scientific studies allow us to ask questions about the outside world, from space to the
deep sea. Join us on a journey through supermassive black holes in galaxy evolution to an
exploration of ambient sound from the deep! We will be diving into some of the greatest
mysteries of our planet and beyond.
ɓ Supermassive black holes – how to feed them and what happens when you do
 Dr Carolin Villforth
ɓ Exploring the world with physics: from the deep sea to outer space  Dr Philippe Blondel
 Host Dr Andre Prates Pereira
¦ Click here for more information

Essential elements of life
# Thursday 20 May 6pm (BST) | University of Oxford



We look at two very different aspects of life, iron and love! Iron deficiency affects over a
billion people worldwide and is vital for immune responses to vaccines and viruses. Love
affects everyone - we’ll unpack the physiology of love and the influence it has on our
lifelong health & wellbeing.
ɓ The importance of being ironic  Professor Hal Drakesmith
ɓ The power of love  Dr Anna Machin
¦ Click here for more information

Broken brains
# Thursday 20 May 6pm (BST) | Manchester
Would you say yes if your doctor prescribed you marijuana as a treatment? How does the
brain understand language? What happens inside your brain when you have a stroke? Join
us on this deep dive into the human brain to find out more about when things go wrong
and how mainstream medicine is being revolutionised to include drugs of abuse.
ɓ A Stroke of bad luck  Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell
ɓ How are we wired for communication? Insights from signed languages  Jayesha
Chudasama
ɓ Investigating the neuropsychological effects of ketamine and other rapid-acting
antidepressants  Professor Emma Robinson
 Host Jill Merlini
¦ Click here for more information
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River of Giants: vertebrate palaeontology in Morocco

# Thursday 20 May 6pm (BST) | University of Portsmouth
On the fringes of the Sahara desert in North Africa, layers of rock are exposed that
represent what is known as the famous Kem Kem beds of Morocco. In this show, three
palaeontological experts will introduce you to their research on the fossils found within
these beds, revealing some of the truly amazing animals that swam within, stalked
around, and soared above the ancient Kem Kem river system.
ɓ An ancient river of giants: where, when – and its fishes  Professor David Martill
ɓ The giant flying reptiles and their flaplings  Roy Smith
ɓ River monsters – resurrecting the world’s largest predatory dinosaur  Dr Nizar Ibrahim
¦ Click here for more information
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Health and society: from social care to nursing
# Thursday 20 May 6pm (BST) | University of Lincoln
What are the ethical issues surrounding older people paying for their own care? And what do
the public think nurses are required to do? Join us to hear from two speakers in the know!
ɓ “I didn’t realise that sleep was a luxury I’d have to pay for”: ethical issues in self-funded care
for older people  Professor Mo Ray
ɓ Build a nurse… What’s the problem?  Alexandra Carlin
¦ Click here for more information

Small chemistry making huge impacts!



# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | Newcastle
We delve into the curious and marvellous world of chemistry to show how it can help
human health.
ɓ Can we diagnose heart attacks with a thermometer?  Dr Jake McClements
ɓ Crystal chemistry: using nanocrystals to improve drug development  Dr Mike Probert
¦ Click here for more information

Let’s talk about breast health
# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | Norwich
Did you know that breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in UK women?
Research is ever ongoing in order to improve patient outcomes. Join us for the evening
as we explore the use of AI in mammograms, look into metal-based drugs as a new breast
cancer therapy and see how the gut may influence breast health.
ɓ Back to the future: artificial intelligence and health  Dr Lisa Crossman
ɓ Metal-based drugs – are they the future for breast cancer treatment?  Dr Rianne Lord
ɓ Breast health and the gut microbiota: an unlikely link?  Nancy Teng
 Host Professor Anne Marie Minihane
¦ Click here for more information
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Good (Earth) news everyone!

# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | University of Leicester
Feel like all you hear is bad news about the environment? Climate change, bushfires,
extinctions… perhaps it is time we had some good news! Join us to learn about some of
the positive things happening on Planet Earth, from rewilding to fixing methane leaks, and
enjoy some Good Earth News.
ɓ Restoring, rebirding and rewilding  Dr Pil BM Pedersen
ɓ Detecting methane leaks from space  Dr Cristina Ruiz Villena
 Host Chris Stockey



¦ Click here for more information

The art of mental health: beyond boring papers

# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | Nottingham
From young to old - we all need to look after our mental health. So how do scientists
and creative artists collaborate to communicate the latest brain and wellbeing research?
We talk to two leading scientists about how they have found new ways to reach wider
audiences. The interval will feature brand new Sci-Art by Creative Reactions.
ɓ What’s up with everyone? Animating mental health  Professor Paul Crawford
ɓ Creative Reactions half-time show  Vena Naskrecka
ɓ What’s the point of publishing papers?  Professor Justine Schneider
¦ Click here for more information
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Taking the trash out…onto the track: the future of
eco‑racing cars

# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | University of Warwick



Motorsport and sustainability came together in an exciting union creating the
supercharged chocolate-powered racing car! Since then the landfill sites have been
multiplying and our product life cycles shortening. So what can be done with waste
products now to make motor racing even more sustainable without losing the speed? Are
you ready for the next instalment? Let’s talk trash!
ɓ Racing not wasting: building a sustainable racing car  Dr James Meredith, Evé WheelerJones, Iqra Hamid, Professor Kerry Kirwan, Dr Steve Lambert
ɓ Inspiring the next generation of local eco-engineers  Warwick Race team/local youth group
ɓ Talking trash! What can be done with general waste materials?  Professor Kerry Kirwan
¦ Click here for more information

Please behave!!!
# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | Queen Mary University of London
Are we really predestined to be intelligent, wealthy, bad at school or even violent? Why
not? Especially since the brain and our genes are supposed to control who we are… On
this night, our speakers will give more clues about these disturbing questions and how
they can impact our society, taking us on a journey through the mental backdrops of
violence and cognitive achievements. Fasten your synapses!
ɓ Violence and mental disorder: what is the link?  Dr Mark Freestone
ɓ Educational success: What matters beyond intelligence and why  Dr Margherita Malanchini
¦ Click here for more information
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Exploring biomes: Creative Reactions Cambridge

# Thursday 20 May 7pm (BST) | Cambridge
Local artists were introduced to the scientists who presented at Cambridge’s live shows
earlier in the week. Their challenge was to produce artwork in response to research on
climate change after COVID-19 and the human microbiome. Tonight the artists share their
final arttwork along with their interpretations and processes.
ɓ Creative Reactions to ‘Planet Earth’  Tiina Burton, Jenny Turtill, Lucinda Price
ɓ Creative Reactions to ‘Our Body’  Jackie Duckworth, Liza Read, John Hodgson
¦ Click here for more information

Bogs, bugs & lab coats: learning from the world around us



# Thursday 20 May 8pm (BST) | University of Exeter
Can ants help us organise ourselves? How do bogs clean our water? This show will
highlight how overlooked areas of our planet can often be important, investigating the
role of insects and peatlands in current research and the potential problems they can help
solve. Join us for an interactive show filled with talks, an interview and a flash quiz!
ɓ On the bog: a guided tour of peatland science  Dr Kirsten Lees
ɓ How insects helped me with university timetabling  James Sakal
ɓ What makes a scientist?  Amy Pilsbury
¦ Click here for more information
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Catnaps & counting sheep: a brief history of sleep

# Thursday 20 May 8pm (BST) | University College London
We spend about a third of our lives paralysed and unconscious and we’re not alone! From
apes to zebrafish some sort of sleep is found in every corner of the animal kingdom. But
what is sleep actually for? Scientists are still trying to figure it out, by turning to the sleep
of animals to uncover these secrets. Get your pint and PJs ready for an evening of sleep,
science, quizzes!



ɓ Sleep across the animal kingdom—similarities and differences in brain and behaviour
 Professor Jason Rihel



 Hosts Yi Jaing and Josh Harvey
¦ Click here for more information

Science with a capital ‘S’
# Thursday 20 May 8pm (BST) | University of Leeds
Science is involved in so many things from how quickly we can develop a vaccine, to how
thin the latest iPhone will be. But what goes on behind the scenes? How do we know
we can trust it? And what does a scientist actually do all day? Join us to answer these
questions and many more, as we investigate how we all learn and think about the science
that plays an important role in our everyday lives.
ɓ The (scientific) method behind the madness  Dr Benjamin S. Hanson
ɓ Science: verb or noun?  Alex Wakeman
ɓ Who decides? The power dynamics orientating science  Alex Woodford
ɓ A sense of science  Izzy Lloyd
 Host Chris Snowden
¦ Click here for more information
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The inquisitive person’s guide to the galaxy
# Thursday 20 May 8pm (BST) | University of Southampton
We have always been interested in the very small and the very big. From the
nanomaterials that make our life easier to big events such as gravitational lensing or the
space climate change, trying to comprehend our universe is one of the most powerful
aims to keep researching. We focus on those topics to learn more about our surroundings.
ɓ Gravitational lensing: cosmic illusions and detecting the invisible  Dr David Chillingworth
ɓ Climate change in Space: the impact on Space debris  Matthew Brown
 Host Dr John Coxon
¦ Click here for more information

The Future of AI: learning from others





# Thursday 20 May 8pm (BST) | Imperial College London
The future of technology aims for artificial general intelligence (AGI), but how do we get
there? Now that machines can identify objects in images, write stories, and fold proteins,
we must teach them how to learn to learn. Join our discussion with three researchers,
each working towards AGI in three different ways.
ɓ Overview of AI and future directions  Kate Highnam
ɓ Transfer of knowledge  Janith Petangoda
ɓ Learning to learn  Isak Falk
¦ Click here for more information
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Pint of Science shop
¦ Click here to go to the Pint of Science shop






Pint of Science pint glass*

Pint of Science t-shirt*
The official Pint of Science t-shirt is a black
straight-cut t-shirt made from 100% ringspun
cotton. It is plain on the back.
*UK shipping only.

Get your hands on our most in-demand product
and enjoy your favourite drink or tipple.
Made right here in the UK, this classic conical pint
glass holds 568ml/20oz with our beloved Pint of
Science logo, Barney, and ‘2021’ kiln-fired on to it
in white.
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Our artists

CREATIVE REACTIONS
was brought to you by these talented artists and/or groups:
Jim Anderson  Sonja Andrew & Professor Lorna Dougan  Abigail Byford  Tess
Baxter  Helen Birnbaum  Amy Bonsor  Alessio Borriero  Tiina Burton 
Cabinet of Curiosity & Dr Andrew Lee  Lynne Chapman  Charmagne Coble 
Amy Corcoran  Hannah Cox  Yasmin Crawford  Martin Cummins  Charlie Dean
 Ingo Dierking  Jackie Duckworth  Maxine Durrell  Mark Farrell  Alexandra
Francis  Ellie French  Ryan French  Jeremy G. Frey  Deborah Gardner  Kate
Grant  Mary Griffiths  Eric Hanscom  Gabrielle Hoad  John Hodgson  Naomi
Jackson  Jonathan James  Ellie Jameson  Rebecca Jarman  Karen Jinks 
Sadie Jones  Abigail Kettle  Rupinder Khaira  Ulrike Kuchner  Paul Lakeman
 Inbal Leitner  Stephanie Mackenzie  Paul Malone  Julien Masson  Nikhil
Mistry  Tinashe Mulambo  Michelle Naessens  Vena Naskrecka  Silje Nilsen
Ouassef Nahi & Alexander Kulak  Konstantin Novoselov  Jess Parry  Tony
Pickering  Lucinda Price  Rachel Rea  Liza Read  Edward Roberts  Charlotte
Roughton  Lele Saa  Raji Salan  Samantha Salisbury  Joanna Seager  Kelly
Stanford  Caitlin Stobie & Dr Paul Beales  Claudia Stocker  Jasmine Summers
 Maksim Tarasov  Niall Timony  Kenneth Tindall & Dr Briony Thomas  Jenny
Turtill  Loreto Valenzuela  Lizah van der Aart  Lina Vourlou  Katie Watson 
Paige Whitaker  Eliza Wolfson
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Our volunteers

PINT OF SCIENCE 2021
was possible with the help and hard work of our
lovely volunteers:
Naveed Akbar  Miznah Al-Abbadey  Anastasia Aliferi  Emily Allan  Alba Vega Alonso Tetilla  Manar Altamimi
 Maria Alvarez  Rebecca Annells  Nadeem Baig  Natalia Balashova  Pzaul Baniqued  Robin Bartolini  Agatha Bataille
 Cansu Bayindirli  Phil Bell-Young  Vicky Bennett  Alex Blain  Kerry Blair  Tharin Blumenschein  Lauren Boak  Adam
Braithwaite  James Brown  Chryssa Brown  Michaela Brown  Tony Butcher  Abigail Byford  Keith Casson  Maria Carvalho
 Emma Cawley  Tejasvini Chalikonda  Guanxu Chen  Claudio Chesi  Sandy Chu  Mattia Cocco  Josh Clark  Rachel
Collins  Heather Collis  Abi Connor  Rebecca Conybeare  Denver Correia  Eloise Cross  Annabel Curle  Chiara Cursi 
Emily Darwin  Noémie David-Rogeat  Jess Davies  Valeria de Angel  Giulia De Rossi  Laura Deakin  Pierre-Philippe Dechant
 Chris Deputy  Francesca Di Domenico  Emma Dodd  Silvia Dragoni  Alexander Dudgeon  Neil Dufton  Rhys Dunphy 
Harriet Earle-Brown  Jen Edwards  Gareth Edwards  Imke Ensinck  Marianna Ercolino  Nicola Fairbairn  Maria Fanourgiaki
 Kate Farrow  Katharine Fitzpatrick  Athina Frantzana  Caren Frosch  Maribel Garcia-Ibanez  Lucy Garner  Genevieve
Garwood  Jazz Ghataora  Amelia Gilio  Lucy Godson  Elizabeth Gray  Alinka Greasley  Carmen Grimaldos  Emily Groves
 Sarah Guest  Emma Haberman  Valentin Haemmerli  Ben Hanson  Joshua Harvey  Sophie Hawkins  Alan Hayes 
Paul Hayes  Jonas Heitland  Sally Higgins  Kate Highnam  Scarlett Hilson-Wheeler  Lynette Hodges  Sarah Hoey  Alex
Holmes  Jack Hopkins  Annie Howitt  Yuhan Hu  Anthony Jackson  Lewis Irvine  Jay James  Ana Maria Jaramillo 
Yessenia Jauregui-Sánchez  Jeniffer Jeyakumar  Yi Jiang  Steven Johnson  Kate Johnson  Helen Jones  Becky Jones 
Maria Kaimaki  Francis Kambili-Mzembe  Georgios Kampas  Birsu Kandemirci  Angeliki Kanouta  Naomi Kay  Ross Kelway
 Michelle Kinnon  Yagmur Kirim  Cameron Kirk  Patricia Kloihofer  Sebastian Krause  Alexandra Kremmyda  Yvonne
Krumbeck  Aaron Labdon  Vrushant Lakhlani  Hasnain Lalji  Xhoana Lama  Nasmille Larke-Mejia  Tanmoy Laskar  Oana
Lazar  Sarah Ledden  Lisa Leinhos  Rachel Ann Lennon  Michela Leonardi  Ana Levordashka  Emily Little  Qinglan Liu
 Isobel Lloyd  Hannah Lockington  Luca Longanesi  Rianne Lord  Sarah Lu  Alvaro Magalhaes  Sam Mangham  Marta
Mangiarulo  Lucy Manifold  Ifigeneia Manitsa  Laura Manno  Wamika Marathe  Eirini Marouli  Kyle Marson  Elizabeth
Martin  Kamal Masih  Lois Mason  Ailish McCafferty  Laura Mccaughey  Kelly McCormack  Vicki McDermott-Thompson 
Kathryn McGinnis  Ruth McTiernan  Greta Melega  Jill Merlini  Filip Mikulski  Colette Milbourn  Luke Mitchell  Gerardo
Montalvo Zurbia Flores  Michael Motskin  Francesco Muia  David Newman  Nicholas Ng  Tam Nguyen  Stephanie Nofal
 Farrie Nzvere  Charlotte O'Brien Gore  Adam Odell  Afifah Owodally  Manon Owen  Daan Paget  Michael Pan  Fani
Papagiannouli  Efstratia Papoutselou  Milani Pathmanathan  Isobel Parkes  Sion Parry  Praveen Paul  Lydia Pavey  Isabel
Pazmiño  Natalia Penar  Cristina Perez-Becerril  Katherine Petrilli  Lisa Phillips  Aina Pi Roig  Annemarie Pickersgill  Talia
Pittman  Caroline Pollard  Theodora Prassa  Andre Prates Pereira  Joe Preece  Emma Prentice  Conor Price  Abinaya
Rajendran  Joshua Rasera  Natalia Reglero  Galen Reich  Kay Ritchie  John Roberts  Loïc Rolas  Sam Rowe  Stefan
Russo  Serena Sabatini  Catherine Sayer  Marie Schlenker  Nathalie Schmidt  Hannah Scott  Eleanor Senior  Iliana Rosa
Serghiou  Rebecca Shaw  Zeena Shawa  George Sideris-Lampretsas  Ana Rita Silva  Aditi Sivakumar Neelagesi  Piotr
Slowinski  Lara Small  Rebecca Smallman  Hannah Smith  Louise Smith  Chris Snowden  Maria Solsona  Kelly Stanford
 Monja Stein  Gemma Stephens  Chris Stockey  Megan Strahle  Emily Talbot  Wai Jue Tan  Louisa Taylor  Nancy Teng 
Ed Thomas  Rebecca Thompson  Sam Thrower  Helen Tidy  Lewis Timms  Andrea Torchi  Lauren Treacher  Christopher
Trevelyan  Caroline Troy  Spyridon Varlas  Laura Vazquez Martinez  Nikita Ved  Rayanne Vitali  Alex Wakeman  Emily
Wallis  Nicola Walter  Steve Ward  Bryony Waters  Fraje Watson  Dannielle Wellington  Emily Williams  Rhys Williams 
Fiz Winters  Franziska Wohlgemuth  Natalie Gee Kwan Wong  Laura Woolley  Peter Wyatt  Joyce Yu  Kevin Yu  Shangwei
Zhou  Jiaying Zou
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